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Let K: Q+ ‘3 be a continuous functor from a complete category to a ‘weakly bounded’ cate- 
gory (a concept including locally presentable categories, Cartesian closed topological categories, 
generalized varieties and many others). We show that the fullness of K depends only on its 
behaviour on objects and on isomorphisms. As a consequence, it is an isomorphism if and only 
if it is bijective on objects and creates isomorphisms. These can be seen as generalizations of 
recent ‘Beth’s definability type’ results obtained by R. McKenzie, G. Weaver and the author. 
In what follows, an ordinal will be identified with the set of smaller ordinals, and 
cardinals with initial ordinals. We give or recall some definitions, not all in [l 11. 
Definitions. Let a be an infinite regular cardinal, (Y+ be the cardinal following it, 
and ~8 be a category. 
An a-nice limit is a finite product, a Pth-power or the equalizer of p (parallel) 
morphisms, for some PSCU. 
A class G of g-objects weakly generates 9 if for any two 9l-morphisms 
J g : A 2 B, there exist some GE G and h : G + A such that fh # gh. 
[2] An (S, a)-sequence (of subobjects of a g-object A) is a diagram 
{A,, y : A, +A, 1 /-I < y < a} in $3 such that there exists a set of sections (= split monos) 
{A;:A,+A 1 ,~<a} in g verifying 1;.A,,,=A; for ,u<y<a. 
A C&object B is weakly bounded by (Y if for every colimit cone {AP :A, + 
D 1 p < a} of an (S, a)-sequence, every morphism f : B + D factorizes through some 
A P”’ 
We say that 97 is weakly bounded by a if: 
(i) 63 has all colimits of (S,a)-sequences, 
(ii) for every &@-object A and every (S, a)-sequence {A,,, : A, +A, 1 ,u < y <a) 
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in CZI such that the products A xcolim{A,,,} and A xA, exist for every ,~<a, the 
induced morphism colim{ 1, x Apu, y} + A x colim{ ,Ipu, y} is an isomorphism and 
(iii) the class of all S-objects weakly bounded by a weakly generates $8. 
A functor K : if?--+ 91 is full with respect to isomorphisms [14] if for every iso- 
morphism f : KX+ KY in $8, f =Kg for some morphism g : X+ Yin CS?; it reflects 
isomorphisms if Kg: KX+ KY is an isomorphism only when g:X-t Y is one; it 
creates isomorphisms if for every isomorphism f : A-t KX in CZI, there exists a 
unique couple (Y, u : Y-+X> such that (KY, Ku) = (A, f >, and moreover u is an iso- 
morphism. K is essentially surjective on objects if every g-object is isomorphic to 
some KX, X a g-object. 
Examples. Any class of finitary algebras closed for subalgebras, powers and finite 
products (considered with all the homomorphisms) is weakly bounded by w and has 
all o-nice limits. This includes all generalized (quasi-) varieties (see [l]). The class 
of nilpotent groups is a generalized variety which is closed neither for denumerable 
products nor for unions of denumerable chains of sections in general. 
Referring to the terminology in [4], any bounded category with a generator is 
weakly bounded by some (x (and complete); this follows from an adaptation of the 
proof of [4, Proposition 3.1.21 and from the fact that in any proper factorization 
(E,M), Mmust contain all sections. Hence our concept covers ‘essentially algebraic’ 
categories like the locally presentable categories [5], but also the category of 
topological spaces, the one of Hausdorff spaces, and many others (see [4]; note that 
the only examples of bounded categories without a generator in [4], namely the com- 
plete, well- and cowell-powered Grothendieck (= complete abelian ABS) categories, 
are weakly bounded by 0). Any accessible category, i.e., essentially, the category 
of models (with an appropriate definition of the morphisms) of any multi-sorted 
L -theory (see [12]) is weakly bounded by some (Y. Other examples are the Carte- 
siInmclosed topological categories [8] (the fact that the colimit cone of any (S,(x)- 
sequence is made of sections implies that the unique structure on the one-element 
set is always bounded by w). 
We state our main result and comment on its significance before proving it. 
Theorem. Let K: 8+ 9 be a functor such that g is weakly bounded by o, ~3 has 
and K preserves a-nice limits. Let K(g) be the full subcategory of &Z having 
{A 1 A = KX for some g-object X> as its class of objects. 
(a) If K is full with respect to isomorphisms and K(g) is closed (in $@j under 
colimits of (S, a)-sequences, then K is full. The converse is also true if 6’ has and 
K preserves colimits of (S, a)-sequences. 
(b) K is an equivalence iff it is essentially surjective on objects and full with 
respect to isomorphisms, and it reflects isomorphisms. 
(c) K is an isomorphism iff it is essentially surjective on objects and full with 
respect to isomorphisms, and it creates isomorphisms. 
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What is remarkable in this result is that a property concerning exclusively the ob- 
jects might really help to recover the morphisms. Indeed, the forgetful functor from 
Monoids to Semigroups is full with respect to isomorphisms and creates them but 
is not full. 
Part (a) of the theorem characterizes in particular the fullness of l-cells (i.e. the 
functors preserving limits and a-filtered colimits) of the 2-category of locally a- 
presentable categories. Applications of this result can be found in model theory. In 
fact, our theorem can be seen as a categorical version of the lemma in [7], which 
led to new theorems of Beth’s definability type. To state a more general form of 
what we obtained there, we recall a few more definitions. 
For us a type z is a set of operation and relation symbols, each of them with an 
assigned arity (some cardinal). For cr a regular infinite cardinal, L,(r) will be the 
usual language of type T as in [3] (= L, Jr) in [ 15]), assuming that arities of opera- 
tion and relation symbols are all <a. A uniform limit theory (in L,(z)) T is a set 
of sentences of the form Vx(@(x) --t ?I! y(Y(x, y))) (with “g! y” possibly absent), 
where @ and Y are conjunctions of less than cr atomic formulas, x and y are sets 
of less than a variables, and XI! means “there exists exactly one”. We denote by 
d&d(T) the category of all models of T and all (r-) homomorphisms between them, 
i.e. mappings preserving the satisfaction of pure formulas (= those of the form 
a(@), where @ is a conjunction of atomic formulas). J&d(T) is a typical locally a- 
presentable category [ 131. If F is an operation (respectively relation) symbol in 7, 
we say that T explicitly defines F by @ if T k Vxy(F(x) = y H @(x, y)) (respectively 
T E Vx(F(x) H Q(x)). We have: 
Corollary 1. Let T be a uniform limit theory in L,(r), and 7’ c 7. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) T explicitly defines the operations and relations in 7 \ 7’ by pure formulas in 
L,(7’). 
(b) All ?-homomorphisms between T-models are r-homomorphisms. 
(c) “Unions of r’-(a-chains) of T-models are T-models in a unique way” (i.e. for 
every a-chain (3, c 211,  u < y < a, ‘ c ’ means ‘sub(t’-)algebra’} of r’-reducts [2] 
of T-models, u,,, BP is the z’-reduct of a unique T-model). 
(d) Same as (c), but considering only the r’-(a-chains) of T-models for which 
there exist left-invertible r’-embeddings 211, c U, ,uua, for the t’-reduct % of a 
T-model. 
Proof. (b) * (a) is a consequence of Theorem 1 of Hodges [9], (a) * (b) is easy 
and (c) * (d) is trivial. 
Take iF?=.Ahd(T), 93 =.Ald(t’) (the category of all ?-structures and all r’-homo- 
morphisms), and K : g-t $3 the functor forgetting the (7 \ r’)-part of the structure. 
One can check that such a functor is injective on objects if and only if it is full with 
respect to isomorphisms. As K preserves all limits and all a-filtered colimits (and 
they exist in J&d(T)), this gives in particular (b) * (c). 
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Let now (d) be given. Then K is injective on objects (if KX=KY, consider the 
trivial chain { 2I, = KX 1 ,u < a}), and hence full with respect to isomorphisms. Ap- 
plying the theorem, one gets that K is full, which is just (b). 0 
Corollary 1 also applies in closely related situations in [ 171. For example, consider 
the problem (p. 47) of characterizing those theories T having a definitional extension 
by operations (see the definition below) T* made of sentences of the form Vx(@(x)), 
@ atomic, and which is such that every T-homomorphism is a T*-homomorphism; 
then the underlined requirement is redundant if we ask T to be universal-existential. 
The same applies to the theorems in [6], which provide a solution to this problem 
as well as to the analogous one in the case where the sentences of T* are required 
only to be universal Horn. 
Other problems of ‘Beth’s definability’ type are considered (from a categorical 
point of view) in [12-14, 181, where the context is extended to the relations between 
any interpretation A4 : T’ + T of theories of various fixed kinds and the functor 
M* : J&d(T) -J&d(T’) it induces (What is put in “T”, in “d&d(T)“, and in the 
term “interpretation” to make them categories and functor depends on the kind 
- or doctrine - considered). One could formulate a version of Corollary 1 in this 
extended setting for the doctrine of Cartesian theories. In this doctrine, the problem 
of characterizing those M which induce a full and faithful M* (i.e. in situations 
where the equivalent conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied) has been solved recently 
by Makkai and Pitts [ 131. For the doctrine of algebraic theories, this problem was 
already mentioned in [ 151 (Exercise 3.3.6), and seems to remain open (Those M are 
called positive epics by Isbell, and his [lo, Theorem l] characterizes them nicely in 
syntactical terms; however, one does not see how to internake this characterization, 
i.e. to formulate it exclusively in terms of the categorical ingredients present in M, 
T’ and T). 
Proof of the theorem. We show first that (b) and (c) follow from (a). 
(b) ‘Only if’ is trivial. For ‘if’, note first that the hypotheses imply that K is full, 
by (a). It remains to show that K is faithful. Let Kf = Kg : KX-+ KY, and denote by 
e the equalizer off and g in g. As K preserves equalizers, Ke is the equalizer of Kf 
and Kg, hence an isomorphism. By the hypotheses, e is an isomorphism, and hence 
f=g. 
(c) For the non-trivial part, a straightforward calculation shows that when we 
have creation of isomorphisms, then [fullness with respect to isomorphisms] = [in- 
jectivity on objects] and (of course) [essential surjectivity] * [surjectivity on ob- 
jects]. Apply part (b). 
We now prove (a). Let then f : KX-+ KY be a g-morphism. If E is a set and Z 
is a KS-object, we denote by (KZ)E the Eth power of KZ (which exists by 
hypothesis). We consider the diagram {I,,,= 1,x ~+:(KXXKY)~XKX+ 
(KXX KY)Y x KX 1 p and y are ordinals and p < y < a}, where 1, is the identity on 
(KXxKY)j’ and f + :KX-+(KXxKY) y\p xKX is the morphism determined by 
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(repetitions of) 1, and f. This is an (S, @-sequence of subobjects of (KXXKY)~, 
as the appropriate projection (KXx KY)a -+ (KXxKY)H XKX is a left inverse of 
1,x f ‘+, where f ++ :KX+(KXXKY)~\~ is again the morphism determined by 
a sufficient number of 1, and f. We denote by {,I,: (KXXKY)~XKX-+ 
A 1 pu<a} its colimit cone. 
As A z KZ for some g-object Z and K preserves a-nice limits, we can apply the 
defining property (ii) to (KXXKY)~ and the above (S,a)-sequence, and hence the 
colimit of { lg x AP, y : (KXxKY)P+pXKX+(KXxKY)B+yxKX~ ,u<y<a} is 
{lpxA, 1 ~<<a). But the diagram {lgxA,,, 1 p<y<a} =(A,,, 1 /31p<y<a} is 
final for {,I,, 1 ,D < y< a}, and hence we get, for every p< a, an isomorphism 
sp : A 7 (KXx KY)p XA such that the diagram 
KY 
is commutative for all 6 <p (where rcKx,6 and r~;(~,~ are the projections into the 6th 
component in KX, and similarly when X is replaced by Y). Denote by pKX,G and 
pKY,G the compositions zKx,s. sb and n KY,6. sp respectively. The choice of /I (> 6) 
is irrelevant, and we have, by the very definition of &,, that lKx=pKx,s. 1, and 
f =PKY,G’ A0 (0<6<a), i.e. the diagram 
is commutative. We will also use the following crucial fact: 
(*) pKY,P.AB=f -pKX,P-A,j when olpl/L 
We want to show that the diagram above is a limit diagram. 
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Let then g : D -+ A be a morphism in %, such that the pKx,G. g are all equal (for 
every a), and similarly for pKy,G’ g. Denote by g,, and g,, those two morphisms. 
We show that g = 2,. g,, . As it is sufficient to prove that g. h = ,IO. g,. h for every 
h : B + D with B weakly bounded by a, we may as well assume that D is itself weakly 
bounded by a. By definition, there exist p< (x and gP: D-t (KXXKY)~XKX such 
that Ap. ga=g. This implies that g KY=f. g, (apply (*)). We note now that 
gp=&/l. g,,: for this, it suffices to see that r~;(x,~. gp=n&. +. gKx for each 
6 < p, and similarly with the r~i~,~; but this follows from the commutativity of the 
diagrams above and from gKY=f . g,. Hence g=lg. g,=I.,. &,a g,=&.gKx. 
Note that g, is unique such that /I,. g Kx=g, as ,I, is manic. Hence {&, l,,f} is 
indeed our limit cone. 
Using now the hypotheses on K, let us denote by h the isomorphism from A to 
KZ already mentioned, and by q8 the composition of the isomorphisms 
KZ? A q+ (KXxKY)BxA A (KXxKY)PxKZ -1, K((Xx WXZ) 
lBxhm’ 
(where the last one is given by the preservation of the a-nice limits by K). Being an 
isomorphism, q8 is the image K(rp) of some morphism rP: Z-+ (XX Y)a x Z, and 
writing t,,d and ty,g for rp followed by the appropriate projections, we have 
K(t,~,s) =PKX,J’ h and K(tY,,)=PKY,d . h. Taking the limit of the diagram 
{ f X,69fY,6 I0<6<al, we arrive, by applying K, to the following commutative 
diagram (as K preserves a-nice limits): 
where k is some isomorphism, hence of the form Ku, u :X-t X’. We finally have 
(for any 0<6<o), f=PKY,G .&,=~k~,~. h. K(t,). k=K(t,,,. t,. u), as re- 
quired. 0 
A ‘pointwise’ utilization of the constructions in this proof permits one to prove, 
in a straightforward way, the following variation, which we will apply to the theory 
of the so-called ‘definitional extensions’. 
Lemma. For i = 1,2, let Ki : KTj + g be functors such that B, have and Ki preserve 
a-nice limits. Assume moreover that Q, is weakly bounded by a, K1 preserves 
colimits of (S, a)-sequences, K2 is full with respect o isomorphisms and K2(g2) (see 
the theorem) is closed under colimits of (S,a)-sequences. Let Ai and Bi be %i- 
objects, i= 1,2, such that K,A, z K2A2 and K,B, z K2B2. Then for every 
f, : A, --t B, in E’,, there exists f2 : A2 + B, in 6’2 such that K, f, = K2 f2. 0 
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Recall that an L,(r)-theory T is a definitional extension (by {GF 1 FE z \ 7’)) of 
an L,(s’)-theory T’ if 7’ c 7 and there exists a set (GF 1 FE 7\ 7’) of L&7’)- 
formulas such that T=T’ U {Vx(F(x) H c#I~(x)) 1 F a relation symbol in 
7\ r’} U {Vxy(F(x)=y e QF(x,y)) 1 F an operation symbol in 7\ 7’} and 
T’ E VxZI! y(oF(x, y)) for every operation symbol F in 7 \ 7’ (where = here means 
“have the same models, as L,(r)-theories”). In such a situation, the forgetful func- 
tor .,t%d(T) -.Ah’(T’) is bijective on objects. For (Y= o, Beth’s theorem implies 
that the converse is true; more precisely, an L,(s)-theory T is a definitional exten- 
sion of an L,(r’)-theory T’ if and only if 7’ c 7 and the forgetful functor from 
J&z!(T) to the category of sets restricts to a functor Ah’(T) -,A&d(T’) which is 
bijective on objects. 
Corollary 2. If T, and T, are uniform limit theories in LJ7,) and La(7J respec- 
tively and are definitional extensions of the same theory T, then they have a com- 
mon definitional extension by pure formulas (and J&!(T,) and dk&!(T*) are 
canonically isomorphic). 
Proof. In the lemma, put 93 =._hLd(T), t%‘j=.~%&!(T~) and Ki the forgetful functors, 
i= 1,2. The fact that the functors are faithful and bijective on objects (in addition 
to satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma) implies that the object mapping K2K,-i 
lifts to an isomorphism of categories from E?, to ~7~. 
Notice that T1 U T2 is a definitional extension (in 71 U 7J of T, and of T,. Our 
result implies that a 71- or a rz-homomorphism between (T, U T,)-models is in fact 
a (7, U rz)-homomorphism. By Corollary 1, we have the result. q 
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